
THE INTMPE GROUP

“Quality is not Expensive, it is Priceless” Ruskin!

PUMP & PARTS DESIGN, intMPE “PUTTING TECHNOLOGY TO WORK FOR Y OU”

intMPE has adopted AEA Technology Engineering Software utilizing
CFX-TASC flow Version 2.9. We fully utilize this software to design
highly efficient new intMPE designed MP pumps. Customer
expectations are met through Geometry Estimation, Performance
Predictions and Parametric Analysis. By computer simulation
intMPE can integrate all the hydraulic components utilized in a given
pump type to set specific speed range, energy consumption and the
highest degree possible of laminar flow through the pump.

This software is also employed by intMPE to size and  shape
pumping vanes and volutes of Reverse Engineered Pumps to ensure
conformity to the original manufacturer’s performance curves.

intMPE utilizes Top-Grade 3D measuring technology to
achieve accuracy in our Reverse Engineered Pumps. They
also conform to International design standards set by the
governing bodies of API, ANSI and DIN.

Our intMPE manufacturing facility was established in
1956 to produce our first design MPSP (Mineral
Processing Submersible Pump) in sizes from 2" up to 24"
which are primarily used for Mine Dewatering
Applications. Since that time we have advanced our design

abilities and now produce more than 15 types of pumps. From Vertical Turbine pumps to Multi
Stage High Pressure pumps. Most of our pumps are available in alloy cast materials such as 36%
High Chrome Iron ASTM 532 and 450 Brinell Ductile Iron and a full range of Duplex alloy
ranges.

The main intMPE production facility is in Shandong China
with a total area of 150,000 m² including a production area of
47880m². Total intMPE workshops are 10 including foundry,
motor stamping/winding shop, machining area, assembly
shop, pattern shop, tooling shop, electrical workshop and
testing laboratory. Melt capacities to 10,000 pounds with over
300 ASTM cast alloys available. intMPE services have been
utilized at Tsinghua University in Beijing and in industries
such as; Lockheed Aero Space, North & South America
Refineries, Bauxite Industries, Fertilizer/Hard Metal Mining operations and similar other Global
accounts. We want to SERVE YOU.



THE INTMPE GROUP

  “Quality is not Expensive, it is Priceless” Ruskin!

ISO 9001-2000 MANUFACTURING

1. Melting of ingots is with induction furnaces having varying
capacities to match the exact metal requirement of your
particular order. Through quality control with sophisticated
modern equipment, including; Vacuum Spectrometer,
Hydrostatic Testing, X-Ray, Dye Check, Zyglo, Spin Testing,
Magnoflux and Microscopic Analysis intMPE certifies
verifiable ASTM conformance.

2. Finished  intMPE cast and machined parts are rigorously
inspected at each point in manufacturing prior to assembly
in complete units and or shipped as spare parts.

3. Dynamic Balancing is
performed and recorded on all
impellers and rotating
assemblies with precision
equipment.

Hydrostatic Testing and Monitoring complies with
ISO-9002-2000 & API-610/ANSI B73.1M Standards 



    

    

    

    

 

LET intMPE PRODUCE YOUR HARD-TO-FIND PARTS

ALL ASTM & DIN MATERIALS AND HARD SURFACE COATINGS OFFERED!







intMPE PRODUCED REVERSE ENGINEERED INCO CASINGS




















